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5. This really appealed to the woman.  She wanted to be as smart as God.  Thus, she 
partook of the forbidden fruit to find out, not that she was as smart as God, but to 
find out how brilliant God really was.  This did not work out for her. 

6. Now, man can, under grace, be a noble creature.  He can be honest and forthright.  
He can have nobility of soul.  But the nobility of soul is in the super-grace area.   

7. However, verbal reversionism caused by  Operation Subterfuge, is a part of that 
lack of nobility that comes to the believer in reversionism. 

8. The believer, then, building an Edification Complex of the Soul, or a super-grace 
believer, has nobility of soul, and therefore, honesty.  He is honest, therefore, in 
the content of his speech.  He is candid.  He is frank.  He is open without fraud, 
without deceit, without deception.  This reveals his nobility of soul. 

9. This is also why the pastor-teacher must get to supergrace as quickly as possible: 
because, he is dealing with the truth, and he must always present the truth as it 
stands, without equivocation, and without compromise, no matter who it hurts, 
himself or anyone else. 

10. So far, the expanded translation of James 5:12 reads this way: 
 James 5:12a But most importantly before all things, 

members of the family of God, stop lying, or making promises 
with a solemn oath, neither by heaven—using God as a front, 
neither by earth, using something regarded as sacred or honest, 
or respectable, neither a solemn oath, which is perjury when this 
is violated … 

11. The verse continues in the New American Standard Bible with: “but your yes is 
to be yes, and your no, no,” … 

12. Now, we have a second use of dš (dé), translated, “but” in the adversative use 
which sets up a contrast.  This time it is to contrast between reversionism and 
supergrace: … “but your yes is,” the present active imperative mood #48 of the 
verb, eἰmί (eimί). 

13. It's an absolute status quo verb.  The present tense and the imperative mood are a 
command to perpetuate something.  It should always be that way; there should be 
no exception to it: “your yes is to be yes, and your no, no.” 

14. This is an idiom which demands honesty and straightforwardness of soul.  It 
demands nobility and integrity of soul.  It demands an expression of the soul's 
content in speech.  Honest, noble, related to doctrine, related to establishment. 

15. Honesty and integrity are words that describe principles based on truth and 
properly subscribed to carry the ideas of absolutes.  Our government and an 
enlarging number of the nation’s citizens have adopted the lie to achieve personal 
advantages to the disadvantage of others. 
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16. This leads us to observe the present Zeitgeist of the staggering foundation of 
what’s left of client-nation United States.  Here are some observations that 
presently define the potential downfall of our country, by the intervention of 
multiple actors that have far different  notions of how it ought to be governed.   

 17. What follows is a synopsis of what may serve as a synopsis of what was 
viewed as serious threat to our republic at the time.  Yet for over a half 
century the nation has somehow survived.  What was discussed then 
were pertinent threats but by the grace of God has not yet come to pass. 

 18. Yet, when the Dark Side, under the relentless influence of Lucifer and 
his army of fallen angels, is obligated to carry out his pernicious strategy 
of global tyranny , then it only requires the shrinkage of thought and 
resultant failure of application by believers to foment a global rebellion. 

 19. The human minions who have unknowingly allied themselves with the 
current political administrators have become the worker bees to give the 
idea of global domination over to demons and unbelievers. 

 20. This situation is made evident by what has occurred globally over the 
last three years with prospects it will continue for another year or so and 
possibly for at least another five years. 

 21. All the Bad Guys have the personnel, the armaments, the strategies, and 
the inclination to foment World War III.  Presently armed and ready are: 
Russia, China, Iran, all three armed with nuclear weapons with the intent 
to enforce their will on the West. 

 22. Aiding and abetting these enemies are those whose eyes are focused on 
personal political power and wealth by leaders who do not recognize that 
they will not survive to enjoy fruits of victory due to military defeat. 

 23. The United States cannot defend itself against the three powers, each 
nuclear armed, which have their focus on what may well be easy 
pickings for an ill-prepared target. 

 24. Over the past three years, the nation has been systematically invaded by 
the dregs, criminals, and miscreants from over 160 countries.  Around 8 
million have casually walked across the nation’s southern border with 
another several million at least to follow if a new administration has the 
wherewithal to deal with the chaos. 

 25. Into this environment is not the peace and prosperity previously enjoy 
during the previous administrations but instead by those presently in 
control whose clear intent is to foment division among their own citizens 
in favor of those who invade the country without any restraint. 
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 26. While this increasing number of people continue to arrive daily, the 
streets of the larger cities of America are as dangerous as those in third- 
world countries.  The lawless burn, riot, rob, destroy, kill, and leave 
devastated behind the smoking ruins of what hours before were 
businesses which insolvent insurance companies were unable to cover. 

 27. What is described above does not mean these things will occur since we 
have no one who can prophesy the future.  But one this is for sure: 
should the nation somehow survive this self-induced cacophony there 
may be some way to restore order. 

 28. We have just learned in James 5, verses 9–12, that when hard times 
come, those who learn from their mistakes have the option to either cave 
into the pressure or make decisions to change their ways of thinking 
toward biblical and establishment absolute and piece their lives and/or 
the nation back together. 

29. Retrospectively, we already should have learned a lot from the last 
three-plus years of chaos.  What this nation and its leaders have 
fomented on its citizens, businesses, property, income, and freedoms 
over this time is quite enough of a tutorial to instruct the souls of the 
attentive that those who unleashed this madness on the citizens should 
never again allow revolutionaries to get another chance to try it again. 

 30. However, if those who brokered this rebellion simply thought it was 
worth another effort, they may well be encouraged to run the same play 
again.  If that comes to past, then we will know the answer to this 
literally “explosive question”: we all will be hoist by our own petards. 

 31. It is interesting how all this has played out over three-plus years.  For 
years we have built up our military by concern over the military 
machinations of the Russians, Chinese, and now, even Iranians to hold 
them at bay.  But these three adversaries have been lurking about for 
decades. 

 32. What if that trifecta was just being patient?  What if they were able to 
discern that with patience, American’s loss of thought would play right 
into their hands?  What if the American government astoundingly just 
opened its southern border and welcomed in every riffraff from160 
countries to casually walk across the southern and northern borders, 
view them all on television, well-dressed, yet with nothing more than 
that they could carry.  None have run across; all have just leisurely 
strolled along confident they would be taken care of with phones, credit 
cards, places to live, and with carte blanch latitude to rob, pillage, attack, 
or murder. 
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 33. Who is it that has primarily allowed this to occur in the clear light of 
day?  Not the “new citizens.”  Most are dressed to the nines.  Not the 
dreaded bad guys from Russia, China, and Iran.  Not even our Dear 
Leader.  There is a tactic in football called “flooding the zone.”  When 
the defense has a breakdown, the offense has a field day.  Primarily, the 
zone that was flooded was the State of Texas and to a less degree by 
California and New Mexico and the Canadian influx from the north.  
These borders continue to be crossed unmolested well into the 
invasion’s fourth year. 

34. Who opened the zone?  Not Vladimir Putin, not Che Jinping, and not Ali 
Khamenei.  They’ve enjoyed their time off in favor of Joseph Robinette 
Biden Jr.  These three are probably planning to just play golf with eyes 
on Augusta for several rounds at the Masters.   

 35. Why was the overthrow of previous client nations so easily done?  Well, 
probably all of them were, but ours could surely be near the top of the list.  It will 
go down as an embarrassing display of Duck Soup.  Easy pickings! 

 36. How therefore did our client nation become so vulnerable?  First, it is important 
to remember that since the fall in Eden, the angelic conflict has been 
administered by Lucifer and his fallen angels.  God has his troops identified as 
believers in Jesus Christ. 

37. Lucifer’s army has eternal life and superior intellect and resources.  God’s troops 
are Homo sapiens with less intellect but equipped to grow in grace and accrue 
immutable absolutes for the contest.  However, Lucifer never lets up.  He has a 
superior force that can only be overwhelmed by those who deploy divine 
viewpoint.  Lucifers forces never die.  God’s get older and gradually do die. 

 38. During the vacillations of the angelic conflict there occurs a gradual loss of 
thought in any client nation.  Serious study of the Word of God requires 
consistency, concentration, spiritual growth, retention, and application. 

 39. The downfall of a client nation gradually occurs when those who have advanced 
die off when at the same time there is a spinoff into negative positive volition.  
Into that vacuum rushes the cosmic lie. 

 40. When this loss of thought occurs, then historical downtrends begin to allow the 
strategies and tactics of the lie to slowly gain the advantage.  As the situation 
deteriorates, then the advantage swings toward Lucifer’s more prepared and 
intellectually superior warriors.  Remember, those who fight in Lucifer’s army 
are the ones who have systematically taken down all client nations thus far from 
Rome to Europe while the USA is presently standing as the next client nation on 
deck. 

(End JAS-19.  See JAS-20 for continuation of study at p. 191.) 
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 James, chapter five, verse twelve, continues our study of verbal reversionism.  In 
verses one through six, we had a study of monetary reversionism.  Verses seven 
and eight, the solution to it.  Verses nine through twelve, verbal reversionism. 
Beginning in verse thirteen we will see the solutions.  Before going there, we 
must wrap up the analysis of James Chapter 5, verse 12: 

James 5:12a  ) But [ continuative conjunction closing the 
parenthesis: dš (dé) ] most importantly before all things, members of the 
family of God, stop lying [ present active imperative #47 of the verb 
ὄmnumi (ómnumi) ], or making promises with a solemn oath [ Operation 
Subterfuge1 ], neither by heaven—using God as a front, neither by earth, 
using something regarded as sacred or honest, or respectable, neither a 
solemn oath, which is perjury when this is violated; … (EXT) 

1. The word, “but,” which begins verse twelve, is a continuative conjunction 
intended to resume a discourse from verse 9.  This particle actually closes the 
parenthesis.  In verse nine, we began verbal reversionism with the principle of 
criticizing.  In verses ten and eleven, we have the completion of a dissertation on 
studying adversity for blessing.   

 2. Then, in verse twelve, we resume with verbal reversionism.  Verse nine 
emphasizes the slander, criticism, maligning, and judging of others, especially the 
pastor-teacher.  Now, verse twelve indicates Operation Subterfuge.  The particle 
dš (dé): “But,” is used to resume the discourse; and, in effect, closes the 
parenthesis.  Dš is the particle, used here in the Greek.  It indicates that verses ten 
and eleven are a slight interruption.  The purpose for that interruption was to take 
a discourse on the fact that there is suffering for blessing.  That doesn't happen to 
be the type of suffering in this passage; but, there is suffering for blessing. 

3. The translation is, “before all things.”  The discourse started out indicating the 
fact that, in verse nine, verbal reversionism results in suffering for discipline.  
Just because a person may be a verbal reversionist and suffer from it, there are 
other types of suffering, which are designed for blessing. 

4. Now, back on verbal reversionism, and suffering for discipline.  James 5:9 reads:  
James 5:9      Stop criticizing [ present active imperative mood #45 of 
prohibition of the verb, mή sten£zw (mḗ stenázō) ] members of the 
royal family of God, against others, fellow believers, so that you 
yourselves will not be judged.  See,  the Judge  keeps standing  in the past 
with the result that He keeps standing before the doors.  ( {Opens the 
parenthesis at verse 10} 

 
1  Philip Babcock Gove, ed. in chief, “Subterfuge: A deception by artifice or stratagem to conceal, escape, avoid, or evade; 
deception,” in Webster’s Third New International Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged (Springfield: Merriam-
Webster’s, Inc., 2002), 2281. 




